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Mesogene-Polymer Backbone Coupling in Side-Chain Polymer Liquid Crystals,
Studied by High Magnetic-Field-Induced Alignment
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We show that cooling side chain polymer liquid crystals in a magnetic field, from the isotropic to
nematic and subsequently to the glass phase, results in a macroscopically ordered, transparent, and
strongly birefringent material. The aligned samples retain their properties after the field is removed and
can be dealigned only by heating them to the isotropic phase. To induce alignment, a threshold field Bth

is necessary, which strongly depends on the chemical structure details. Bth reflects the strength of
mesogene-polymer backbone coupling, and we will show that this interaction is responsible for the
stability of the induced alignment at zero field.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.025501 PACS numbers: 61.30.Gd, 61.41.+e, 64.70.Md

Side chain polymer liquid crystals (SCPLCs) [1]
are composed of rigid mesogenic units attached to a
polymeric backbone chain via a flexible spacer (Fig. 1),
with enough freedom for the mesogenes to form liquid
crystalline mesophases. These molecules combine the
self-organizing properties of liquid crystals with the
structural advantages of polymers and are interesting
for applications [2] like optically nonlinear devices [3],
displays [4,5], and optical data storage [6]. Their current
limiting factor is the lack of a reliable method to control
the SCPLCs molecular alignment at a macroscopic scale.
A large number of techniques are used for alignment,
such as surface fields [7], electric fields [8], mechanical
fields [9], flow fields [10], or polarized ultraviolet light
[11], but only with relative success.

Here we show that perfectly oriented SCPLC films are
obtained by cooling them in a magnetic field from the
isotropic to nematic phase. Since field alignment of the
SCPLCs at a fixed temperature is found to be impossible,
we conclude that alignment occurs only in the biphasic
region at the isotropic nematic phase boundary [12]. Here
small liquid crystalline nuclei are formed and undergo
orientation in the small temperature window, where the
mesogene-backbone interaction is weaker than the mag-
netic field effect. Upon cooling, the system evolves into a
monodomain, strongly birefringent sample, which re-
tains its properties after the field is switched off. This
aligned material is technologically interesting because of
its strong birefringence and forms an ideal target for
further scientific studies like x-ray or neutron scattering
experiments. In comparison with other alignment tech-
niques [7–11], magnetic alignment has several advan-
tages, since the field exerts a well-defined, contact free,
torque force on all molecules, and can therefore be used
for thin films as well as bulk samples.

Low molecular weight liquid crystals can be perfectly
aligned in magnetic fields [13], but for liquid crystalline

polymers the alignment process is less effective or time
consuming [14–19] because the rotational freedom of the
mesogenes is hindered by the polymer backbones. We
observe this hindrance and determine its strength, be-
cause the degree of alignment of different SCPLCs, each
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FIG. 1. Birefringence of SCPLCs cooled in different mag-
netic fields; (a) A 10 �m thick C5 sample cooled from
isotropic to glass phase; upper inset: the birefringence of the
same film at 12T; lower inset: schematic representation of the
SCPLCs structure. (b) The saturation values of the birefrin-
gence in the glass phase of different SCPLCs: C5, n � 20
(triangles); C5, n � 30 (diamonds); and B4, n � 30 (circles),
together with numerical calculations that neglect the back-
bone-mesogene coupling (dotted and dash-dotted lines).
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containing the same mesogenic units, is found to depend
strongly on the chemical properties of their backbone
and spacer. A proper understanding of the mesogene-
backbone interaction is one of the key issues in
order to develop the SCPLCs into useful materials.
Experimentally the determination of this interaction is
an open question [20], and only recently neutron scatter-
ing experiments [10,21,22] have shown that the polymeric
backbone configuration can indeed be correlated to the
local mesogene director.

We used two types of thermotropic nematic SCPLCs,
based on a polynorbornene or a polyacrylate-derivative
backbone, each with cyanobiphenyl mesogenic groups.
The molecular structures are shown in Table I, together
with their measured phase transition temperatures.
The polynorbornene based SCPLC has a relatively stiff
backbone due to the double bonds that connect the cyclo-
pentylene units, and is synthesized by ring opening meta-
thesis polymerization, with a low polydispersity PDI�
1:2 [23]. Two different spacers were used consisting of
either three or five methylene units, configurations which
we denote as C3 and C5, respectively. The polymerization
degree of C5 was varied from n � 20 to 40. The backbone
of the polyacrylate derivative (B4), synthesized by free
radical polymerization (PDI� 2), is more flexible than
the polynorbornene. In this case a spacer length of four
methylene units was used, with the polymerization de-
grees being n � 20 and 30.

Film samples (thickness 10–200 �m) were prepared on
a glass substrate by spin coating from solution and sub-
sequent solvent removal by thermal annealing. The

samples were placed in a temperature-controlled chamber
inside the bore of a 20T resistive Bitter-magnet. All
experiments were done at a cooling rate of 10 �C=min,
which was sufficiently slow for the samples to be always
in equilibrium. The SCPLCs order parameter [15,16] was
probed in situ via linear birefringence measurements
[24], using a polarization modulated HeNe laser
(543:5 nm).

Figure 1(a) shows the measured birefringence during
cooling down of a 10 �m thick C5, n � 20 sample, from
120 �C, through the isotropic to nematic transition, TIN,
and subsequently until the glass phase TG is reached, for
different magnetic fields. No induced birefringence is
observed either in the isotropic phase for all fields or in
zero magnetic field in the nematic phase, although in the
latter case local order exists inside randomly oriented
micron sized domains [see Fig. 2(a)]. The strong varia-
tions of the local refractive index leads to scattering and
results in an overall opaque appearance [see Fig. 2(b)]. In
finite fields birefringence appears around TIN, which in-
creases upon further cooling and saturates at TG
[Fig. 1(a)]. With increasing fields the saturation value
increases, but the onset of the birefringence always oc-
curs around TIN. The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows that around
TIN the induced birefringence follows a �TIN � T�� power
law [13]. The critical exponent � has different values for
the different SCPLCs (see Table I), but within a family its
value does not depend on the polymerization degree or
the magnetic field strength. All samples, except the C5,
n � 40 [25], remain aligned after removal of the field and
show no further change, even after several months. The
oriented material exhibits uniaxial monodomain align-
ment [Fig. 2(c)], full transparency [Fig. 2(d)], and large
birefringence (�n � 0:1), which corresponds to a director
order parameter [15,16] QD � 0:999� 0:001.

The saturation value of the induced birefringence,
trapped in the glass phase, as a function of the applied
magnetic field for three different samples is plotted in
Fig. 1(b). All samples show a gradual rise in the birefrin-
gence at low fields, followed by a rapid increase and
saturation at high field.

All experimental evidence shows that alignment
merely occurs in a narrow temperature window around
TIN. For instance, heating of a prealigned sample at zero
field leads to a very similar birefringence curve as the
original one measured during cooling in a field (Fig. 3).
Reversing such a temperature sweep of a prealigned
sample before reaching TIN just restores the initial
aligned state. Finally, attempts to magnetically align a
SCPLC film at a fixed temperature always failed.
Although all data reported here are on films, we have
obtained the same results with bulk material in 20�
10� 2 mm3 cuvettes.

In order to explain these observations the alignment
mechanism should be considered in more detail. Because
of the anisotropy of its diamagnetic susceptibility ��, a

TABLE I. Molecular structures and material parameters of
the samples.
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molecule tends to orient relative to an applied magnetic
field (B) such that its energy is minimized. For single
molecules, the reduction in magnetic energy is small
compared to the thermal energy (��B2 	 kT).
Therefore, SCPLCs within the isotropic phase exhibit
no birefringence in a magnetic field. However, for
collective molecular behavior, like in liquid crystalline
mesophases, the difference in magnetic energy, added up
for all molecules within a correlation volume (N�), can
become large enough (N���B2 > kT) to induce magnetic
alignment [13,24]. Quantitatively, for a biphenyl group
(�� � 120� 10�6 cm3=mol [24]), 104 molecules are
sufficient to achieve alignment at room temperature and
field strengths of 10 T.

During cooling, nematic nuclei are formed around TIN

[12] and rapidly grow in size with decreasing temperature
(biphasic region, see Fig. 3). When these nuclei are suffi-
ciently large (N� > 104), they are aligned by the field.
The actual alignment occurs in a narrow temperature
window at the beginning of the isotropic nematic tran-
sition, characterized by the sharp onset of the birefrin-
gence at TIN [Fig. 1(a)]. The subsequent increase of the
birefringence farther away from the biphasic region,
characterized by the critical parameter �, is caused by
the usual, purely temperature driven, alignment of the
mesogenes with respect to the prealigned director [13]
and is field independent. That is, the local order parameter
QN, describing the order within a correlation volume, is
unaffected by the magnetic field, which affects only the
director order parameter QD, leading to a high total order
parameter Q�B; T� � QN�T�QD�B� [15,16], as measured
in the birefringence.

Calculations of the magnetic alignment of bare cyano-
biphenyl units, neglecting the coupling to the polymer

backbone, are shown in Fig. 1(b). The director order
parameter is governed only by the N�QN��B

2=kT ratio.
QD describes a Langevin type of function, showing no
alignment (QD � 0) at low fields and saturation (QD � 1)
at high fields [13]. The curves reasonably describe the low
(high) field results, but it is impossible to describe both
low and high field behavior simultaneously with a single
fit parameter N�QN��=kT. In particular, the measured
magnetic alignment saturates rather abruptly even if at
low fields no effect is seen, pointing to a certain threshold
field Bth, which must be overcome to induce alignment.

The backbone does not contribute actively to the mes-
ophase and is not directly influenced by the magnetic
field, but its presence hinders the mesogene freedom.
Because the free volume per molecule in the nematic
phase does not allow a free molecular rotation, any
change of orientation of a mesogene needs to be accom-
panied by a local rearrangement of the surrounding poly-
mer chains. The thermal hysteresis of the IN transition
(Fig. 3) and the existence of sharp domain walls [Fig. 2(a)]
indicate consistently the existence of entanglements and
conformational barriers that impend the mesogene mobi-
lity [24]. We interpret this behavior as consistent with the
existence of a threshold field Bth and indicative of meso-
gene-backbone interaction. The mesogene-backbone cou-
pling accounts for all the backbone obstructions to the
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field induced alignment of SCPLCs. The
birefringence of a C5, n � 10 film of 20 �m thickness cooled
in 15 T (solid curve) and subsequently heated in zero field
(dashed curve). At zero field no birefringence is measured
(dash-dotted curve) due to random director orientation in
different domains (bottom panel). In a magnetic field the
directors of the liquid crystalline nuclei point in the same
direction, resulting in the development of a macroscopic mono-
domain (top panel). The top and bottom panel are based on
optical microscope observations.
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FIG. 2. Optical properties of magnetically aligned SCPLC
films. (a) Crossed polarized microscope image, of an unpro-
cessed 10 �m thick B4, n � 20 film, micrometer sized do-
mains. (b) Corresponding photograph: the domains cause light
scattering. (c) Crossed polarized microscope image of a 10 �m
thick B4, n � 20 film, aligned in a 5T field, macroscopic
monodomain; the color variations are due to small thickness
variations. (d) Corresponding photograph: the aligned sample
is fully transparent.
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mesogene mobility and can be described as an ‘‘effective
torque’’ Km=b acting at molecular level [26]. Km=b opposes
the magnetic torque and acts as a barrier, leading to
a threshold field Bth, above which magnetic field
alignment can occur. Bth will therefore reflect the
balance between the coupling torque and the magnetic

torque, Bth �
��������������������������������
3Km=b=2��QN

q
[27]. By defining Bth as

the field needed to produce 50% of the saturated birefrin-
gence, we calculate Km=b at TIN for all samples measured.
The resulting values, given in Table I, show that for the
same spacer length (see the C5 compounds) the coupling
increases with increasing polymerization degree (n � 20,
30, to 40) as may be expected from the increasing en-
tanglement. For the same n � 20 but changing the spacer
length (compare C5 to C3), an increasing spacer rigidity
(C3) weakens the mesophase and effectively prohibits
magnetic alignment. Finally, the polyacrylates (B4) ex-
hibit a lower coupling than the polynorbornenes (C5),
which is to be expected because their main chain
is more flexible, while they also show the same trend
of increased coupling with increasing polymerization
degree.

The rather high value of the mesogene-backbone cou-
pling (valid around TIN) Km=b � 10�25 Nm=molecule, is
responsible for the alignment stability when the field is
removed. The energy needed to rotate a typical correlated
volume of SCPLC mesogenes in the nematic phase, which
contains about 109 molecules, is about 104 times larger
than the available kT energy.

In summary, we have shown that high optical quality,
strongly birefringent SCPLC films can be produced, by
cooling them from the isotropic to glass phase in a
magnetic field, which opens the way to many possible
applications for these highly ordered materials. The de-
gree of alignment strongly depends on the chemical na-
ture of the SCPLC compound. SCPLCs with long
polymer chains are more difficult to orient compared to
those containing shorter ones, shorter spacers prevent
alignment, and SCPLCs with flexible chains are easier
to orient than more rigid ones. For best results a well-
defined degree of polymerization is necessary which has
to be optimized for every polymer system. These results
are interpreted in terms of an effective torque coupling
between the mesogenic units and the surrounding poly-
mer, leading to the quantitative determination of this
interaction.
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